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The GreenMatter Skills Development Partnership
The Biodiversity Human Capital Development

whose core business impacts or depends on

Strategy (2010–2030), spearheaded by the

biodiversity.

South African National Biodiversity Institute
(SANBI) and the Lewis Foundation, is imple

The Exploring Careers for Biodiversity pro

mented

skills

gramme, reported herein, forms part of

development partnership. Informed by the

through

the

GreenMatter

the Bridging into Work cluster of activities

National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan

aimed at addressing this objective of the Bio

(DEA, 2005) and its implementation frame

diversity Human Capital Development (BHCD)

work, the National Biodiversity Framework

strategy. Led by the World Wide Fund for

of 2007, this strategy aims to address issues

Nature–South Africa (WWF-SA), it focuses on

of capacity and transformation in the sector.

university-based green career initiatives to

It outlines a systemic approach to improving

promote access to and use of careers informa

graduate level skills in the sector and increas

tion to inform better career decision making

ing the number of black professionals who

amongst university students. Associated pro

work for biodiversity. The diagram below

grammes in the Bridging into Work cluster of

outlines the five key strategic objectives of the

implementation activities, also led by WWF-

strategy.

SA, include the Biodiversity Work Integrated
Learning Programme and Mentoring for the

Objective one of the strategy is to attract tal

Environment to support skills development

ented youth, in particular black South Africans,

for biodiversity.

to work for biodiversity in organisations with
a mandate or interest to protect biodiversity,

For more information visit www.wwf.org.za or

or the many sectors, industries, and agencies

www.greenmatter.co.za.

Strategic Objectives of the National Biodiversity Human Capital Development Strategy

Attract
& access

Skilling
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Upskilling

Retention

C O N D I T I O N S

GOAL:
Biodiversity
professionals have high
levels of relevant skills and
are demographically
representative
of SA
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Exploring Careers for Biodiversity
The overall objective of the Exploring Careers for

campus-based career guidance more sustainable

Biodiversity programme is to support students in

in the longer term – this would be done through

higher education to make informed career and study

lobbying and advocacy and would be informed

choices through which to access and develop careers

by the evaluation of the pilots; and

for biodiversity. This is to be achieved by:
1. Enabling and promoting access to and use of
relevant careers information, through develop
ing and piloting career guidance initiatives
on university campuses, supported by a
comprehensive set of careers material, and
monitoring and evaluation to inform further
development;

3. Strengthening the relevance and quality of
careers information aligned to national and sectoral frameworks, similarly through advocacy
and research.
Programme activities were developed relative to
these three objectives and informed by five years of
exploring career guidance for biodiversity and the
environment, consisting of research, consultation,

2. Strengthening structures and processes in

implementation and evaluation.

key institutions to make the provisioning of

Green careers
information is generated,
materials are developed,
distributed and used

Green career guidance
initiatives are developed
and piloted on campuses

Students make
sound career choices and
access and thrive in their chosen
biodiversity related
occupations

Students participate in
green career initiatives

Lessons learned from
pilots are shared
Green career guidance is
integrated on university
campuses

Green career guidance is
integrated in the
national career guidance
system

The results framework of
the Exploring Careers for
Biodiversity programme
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Timeline of the Exploring Careers for Biodiversity programme

2012: GreenMatter and WWF-SA
conceptualise and implement
the programme, funded by
the Lewis Foundation

2013: Programme
Management Team is
constituted and
materials development
starts

2014: Initiatives
implemented on
campuses; in December, a
mid-term evaluation is
conducted

2009–2012: Career
guidance research and
evaluation of earlier
career guidance projects

University students, faculty
members and career counsellors
with WWF-SA staff at the
unveiling of the Exploring
Careers for Biodiversity
materials in March 2013
WWF-SA

There is a comprehensive mid-term evaluation

faculty members and students clubs in green

report on www.greenmatter.co.za (follow links

career guidance;

to Careers for Biodiversity). Key insights and
recommendations have been extracted from this

•

environmental agencies and universities to sup

comprehensive report and are summarised here
to share key findings and invite sector partners to
further support green career guidance at universi

Expanding the scope of partnerships between
port green career guidance;

•	Integrating

the careers information and re

sources into key national structures mandated

ties. Key recommendations include:

with career guidance; and

•

Sharing the careers information and resources
more widely;

•

4

•

Setting up a sector-based system and structure(s)
to continue updating and expanding careers in

Expanding the scope of implementation to

formation for ongoing quality and relevance of

involve more universities, career counsellors,

green careers information.
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Participating Universities
All 23 universities in South Africa were invited to

on their campuses. The key indicates the extent

participate in the programme. It was not always

to which each of the 12 universities participated,

easy to identify the relevant parties from university

including universities of technology, traditional

websites but the invitation was extended to career

universities and comprehensive universities in the

counselling staff, academic staff and students. Fur

Western Cape (2), the Eastern Cape (2), KwaZulu-

ther contacts were made during site visits to some

Natal (2), the Free State (2 campuses), North West

universities.

(1), Gauteng (2) and Limpopo (2).

The map below shows the universities who have

This level of participation is considered adequate

thus far shown the greatest interest and activity in

at this mid-term point of the pilot programme. It

the programme. This is evident in their participation

would however be important to involve more insti

in the development of the careers materials and ini

tutions, and deepen participation. This is discussed

tiatives, in attending the unveiling of the materials

later as well as possible reasons for the varied levels

and launch of the initiatives, and in expressing an

of participation.

interest in piloting biodiversity careers initiatives
UniVen
Map of 12 participating universities

Limpopo

indicating degrees of participation

UL
TUT
North West

Gauteng

NWU

Mpumalanga

UJ
Free State

KwaZulu-Natal

DUT
Northern Cape

UFS
MUT
WSU
Eastern Cape

Key:
Invited
Received materials
Developed initiatives

UWC
Western Cape

RU

SU

Attended launch
Expressed interest in running an initiative
Implemented initiatives
Independently implemented initiatives
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Materials Developed
Following an initial consultative workshop with

decision-making tool still being finalised. All other

prospective users, a comprehensive set of materials

materials (see the following pages) have been dis

was developed using a variety of media to support

tributed and positively received, as the next section

biodiversity career guidance on campuses. Drafts of

will show. The programme aims to motivate for the

the materials were shared with prospective users.

development of information on a growing range of

Extensive research was used to generate or verify

careers, and for extending the use of the resources

careers information as well as to develop career

more widely.

stories of biodiversity professionals. The materials
development process is continuing with a student

WWF-SA
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Green Career Cards

Conservation Outreach: Agricultural Extension

Extensive research during 2012-2013 led to the pro

Development Specialist, Marketing and Communi

duction of 23 cards on biodiversity related careers.

cations Specialist and Social Scientist

Printed on A5 durable cardboard, these cards are

Conservation Planning: Conservation Planner,

‘take home’ resources with ‘start up’ information on

Environmental Engineer, Environmental Manager,

specific careers. The cards address both scarce skills

GIS Technician and Statistical Ecologist

for biodiversity, and the diversity of career opportunities related to biodiversity, for graduates from
a variety of study fields. For ease of use, colour
coding distinguishes five occupational groups with
associated occupations:

Officer, Environmental Journalist, Human Capacity

Conservation Policy and Governance: Environ
mental Lawyer, Environmental Impact Assessment
Professional and Policy Developer and Analyst
Conservation Management: Biodiversity Informa
tion Management Technician, Biodiversity Monitor,
Protected Area Manager, Resource Economist and
Wildlife Veterinarian
Conservation Research: Curator, Ecologist, Genetic
ist, Natural Science Researcher; Taxonomist.
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students who reviewed the materials, 97% rated
them as ‘good’ or ‘excellent’. Some recipients have
shared them with other students, learners and par
ents, and copied the design to produce career cards
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Green career cards (front and back)
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A Comprehensive Electronic Resource
An electronic resource on CD or memory stick was

•

Level 3 has details for each occupation including

produced to give users (such as students, faculty

work environment, skills, tasks, learning path

and career counsellors) access to the information

ways and employers. At this level, users may also

on all 23 career cards. This resource is easy to mail.

choose to read the career profile stories.

In addition to career infor
mation there are career
profile stories based on
interviews with 69 profes
sionals in the field. These
stories provide a richer
picture of the diverse and
often non-linear study and
career pathways of biodi
versity professionals. The
user clicks through three
levels of careers informa
tion depending on his/her
interest:

•

Level 1 depicts the
broad spectrum of 23
careers

grouped

in

the five occupational
groups outlined above,
in the form of a tree.
Conservation Research,

A page from the electronic resource with details of one occupation

for example, is depicted
as the roots of the tree on which all conservation

The electronic resource was produced to be

practices are based. The user navigates through

accessed via computers at career fairs or in career

to level 2 by clicking on any of the broader oc

centres. It is also available at www.wwf.org.za

cupational groupings.

or www.greenmatter.co.za. Between April and
December 2014, the interactive resource was

•

8

Level 2 brings up each of the occupations in the

viewed 110 times on the GreenMatter website

broader grouping, for example in the Conserva-

and downloaded four times. This may indicate that

tion Management window, a rope ladder appears

users are happy to interact with the resource online

with the occupations included in this group:

only, that they do not know how to download the

Biodiversity Information Management Technician,

resource (unclear instructions), or that they could

Biodiversity Monitor, Protected Area Manager,

be accessing the materials from points without free

Resource Economist and Wildlife Veterinarian.

downloading facilities.

Ex p loring C ar eers for Bio d iv ersit y

Posters for Career Fairs
To support exhibition stands at career fairs, a set

off-reserve engagement and information man

of existing posters were re-designed to align with

agement, and associated learning pathways and

more recent GreenMatter branding and the current

employers for biodiversity. Career centres at two

programme. The five posters display an overview

universities have chosen to print and display copies

of careers in research, on-reserve management,

of the posters using their own budgets.

Presentation
Template for
Guest Lectures
A PowerPoint presentation template
was developed to guide and assist
biodiversity professionals in present
ing green career guidance during
excursions, guest lectures or at career

Conservation
Management

NAME

Conservation
Outreach

Conservation
Planning

Designation
Directorate/Programme/Unit

Conservation Policy
and Governance

Organization
University where guest lecture is
offered date
offered,
date, department
department, student
group, year of study

lounges. Most presenters who had

Conservation
Research

Insert
organization
logo here

trialled the template appreciated the
structure it provided to prepare pre
sentations they could use in future.

G RE EN C ARE E R G U IDAN C E IN HI G H ER E D UC AT ION
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The toolkit of
resources for conveners
of campus initiatives

Conveners’ Toolkits
Four toolkits were developed with guidelines on

In addition, each toolkit also contains:

convening various career initiatives. Each bamboo
box toolkit has several resources to assist student
clubs, career counsellors or faculty members:

•	An

overview of the Exploring Careers for Bio-

diversity programme to contextualise the
materials

•

The Green Careers Lounge Toolkit has guidelines
for convening a green careers lounge, planning
and presenting a green careers guest lecture.

•

The Green Careers Guest Lecture Toolkit has
guidelines for planning and presenting a green
careers guest lecture.

•

The Green Careers Excursion Toolkit has guide

•	A Green Professionals Directory with contact de
tails of professionals for biodiversity, who have
agreed to be contacted for guest lectures, career
excursions and career lounges

•	A

green careers memory stick with the Pow

erPoint template, the green career cards and
posters in print-ready files

lines for planning a green careers excursion and
hosting the job shadow experience, for organisa
tions hosting student excursions.

•

10

Each of the student club representatives, faculty
members and career counsellors at the 12 partici

The Green Careers Open Day and Career Centres

pating universities attending the launch in March

Toolkit has guidelines for setting up a careers fair

2014 received a set of the four toolkits. A set of

exhibition and sharing biodiversity career infor

the toolkits has also been sent to the remaining 11

mation at a career centre.

universities

Ex p loring C ar eers for Bio d iv ersit y

The Students’ Decision-Making Tool
Information is often not enough! Students also

A draft hard copy version was piloted with students

need guidance in decision-making about careers in

at two universities. In general, students com

relation to their particular academic background,

mented positively on the fun, affirming nature of

interests and aptitudes. The students’ decision-

the resource. The release of this decision-making

making tool is an interactive resource currently

tool in 2015 could be an opportunity to engage or

in the final stages of development with specialist

re-engage universities in the programme.

career counselling input.

Web access to the resources
The GreenMatter website introduces the Exploring Careers for Biodiversity programme on its main
Careers for Biodiversity page. It lists a variety of
career materials available for viewing and down
loading, including additional materials (such as a
phone application) developed by the GreenMatter
team. The main page received 591 views during the
period April to August 2014 and there were 444
users during August 2014 to January 2015. During
the first period seven career fairs were hosted by
WWF-SA where the page was actively promoted to
students.
The website www.greenmatter.co.za
gives access to the interactive
resource

WWF-SA

GRE EN C ARE ER G U IDANC E IN H IG H E R E D UC ATION
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Responses to the materials
The evaluation of the Exploring Careers for Biodiver-

Responses to the resources have been positive.

sity programme found the materials developed for

One career counsellor noted that the materials far

this programme comprehensive and attractive. Also

exceeded her expectations. Another, initially not

commendable is the consultative manner in which

interested, on receiving the materials, responded

they were produced, which drew on inputs from fac

with “Wow!” In one case, the arrival of the toolkit

ulty, students and career counsellors. The launch of

on a professor’s desk has led him to invite WWF-SA

the resources, where partners were able to interact

to meet with his colleagues to set up an initiative.

with each other, seemed
a significant opportunity
to engage parties in the
programme. One career
counsellor said she came
to learn from other univer
sities how they do it. There
were 12 universities at the
March 2014 launch of the
materials:

•

Durban University of
Technology

•

Mangosuthu University
of Technology

•	North West University
•	Rhodes University
• Tshwane University of
Technology

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University of Free State
University of

WWF-SA

Johannesburg

While some recipients needed prompting to share

University of Limpopo

the resource, several parties reported using the

University of Stellenbosch

tools, and distributing them further within their

University of Venda

institution or with guest lecturers.

University of the Western Cape
Walter Sisulu University

Six campus conveners have used the career cards,
distributing them at career fairs and at resource

12

The data shows that in 2014 the materials have

centres. The cards were also used in career

reached enough members of the target groups for

counselling where, according to one counsellor,

pilots to take place. Seven campus conveners have

“students found them extremely informative and

all provided positive feedback.

inspirational”.

Ex p loring C ar eers for Bio d iv ersit y

WWF-SA

The evaluation found that the materials helped
conveners to:

•
•

market careers in the sector better;
inform students about green careers, engage
and advise them on career paths;

•

share concrete and credible information with
students, which helps to inspire them;

•

provide valuable information to students enquir
ing about careers; and

•

•

discover careers in the sector;

•

combine their studies and interests in a career;
and

•

gain direction and realistic hope for a career
that would be meaningful and in line with their
goals.

give a structure to guest presenters on the infor

Use of and feedback on the interactive and deci

mation that is required.

sion-making tools are more limited, and further
data is required on how the full range of materials

At least one counsellor also shared the materials

is being used. In particular, there is a need to gain

with school children and parents. The career cards

more insight into web-based access and use.

were also highly rated by the students who filled
in feedback forms at career fairs, as ‘excellent’ or

Inexperienced conveners, in particular, have found

‘good’. Only 3% were not impressed and rated them

the toolkits useful, even the simple guidelines, for

‘mediocre’. Campus conveners who were aware of

example, to market events and book venues well in

students using the materials, indicated that they

advance. Use of the guidelines appears to have led

helped students to:

to more successful events.

GRE EN C ARE ER G U IDANC E IN H IG H E R E D UC ATION
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Career Initiatives Piloted
Career Fairs
As part of the programme WWF-SA exhibited bio

Career fairs and expos on campuses are in the main

diversity careers information at careers fairs on

a marketplace of jobs. The WWF-SA / GreenMatter

seven campuses. Participating universities offered

stand differed from most others at these fairs, in

WWF-SA up to 50% discount on exhibition fees.

that it presented a suite of careers across many

The only other environmental exhibitors on two

organisations (although it appears that some stu

occasions were the Department of Environmental

dents viewed the stand as being about “jobs at

Affairs and Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife. Environmental

WWF”).

exhibitions were competing for attention from the
country’s brightest minds with banks, agri-business,

The Green Career stands were often very popular.

pharmaceutical and mining companies and other

Some 239 students completed feedback forms at

commercial entities that were well represented.

these stands. The diagram on the next page shows

One student expressed a sense of relief when she

that while the majority of the visiting students

found the Green Careers stand, saying that she had

were from the Natural Sciences (63%), there were

been looking for the environmental careers.

WWF-SA
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also sizeable numbers from the Humanities, and

Percentage of students per faculty visiting the biodiversity

Economics and Management Sciences. Very few

stand at five career fairs (N=234)

students from Law and Engineering were reached.
More than 80% of students visiting the stand were
under-graduates, with the biggest group (45%) be

Humanities,
Arts,
Education

ing third-year students; 11% were first-years and
19%, post-graduates.

19%
Natural
Sciences

The pilots suggest that Career Fairs provide the
environment sector with a significant opportunity

Economics,
Commerce,
Management

63%

to not only reassure students who have set their

13%

hearts on an environmental career that there are

Law

opportunities, but also to attract the attention of

4%

students whose studies are relevant to the field,

Engineering

but who have not considered an environmental

1%

stand looking for information on how to become
an Environmental Engineer; Economics students
were surprised and interested to hear about South

WWF-SA

career. One Engineering student arrived at the

Africa’s need for Resource Economists; students
in supply chain management were interested to
hear about Environmental Management in a retail
context; and students whose Genetics courses
focussed mostly on commercial applications were
interested in more environmental options.
WWF-SA provided a team of young environmen
tal professionals to engage with students at the
the exhibitors themselves higher than the mater
ials (although the latter were also highly rated).

WWF-SA

stands. This was very worthwhile. Students rated

They had many questions for the exhibitors, some
of which would not have been answered by the
materials alone. This interaction prevented the
‘vacuum cleaner’ phenomenon which can decrease
the value of career expos: when large numbers of
poorly prepared students move through an exhibi
tion hall and simply ‘hoover’ up all the materials
set out, with little opportunity to ask for and get
meaningful information.

GRE EN C ARE ER G U IDANC E IN H IG H E R E D UC ATION
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Rhodes University

Guest Lectures
Supporting rural-based universities to invite guests
to speak about careers seems a sensible way to
open possibilities for students who do not regularly
have access to career information and inspiring en
gagements with professionals from the field. This
proved to be the case at Walter Sisulu University
(see box). However, as shown in the next section
by the experience of the University of Free State
students at the Qwaqwa campus, guest lectures
are also more difficult to implement on rural-based
campuses, where there may be fewer external pro
fessionals to draw on for these lectures.

“Hanging on our every word”
at WSU

students. The speakers found the students hun
gry for information: “they were hanging on our
every word”.

The WWF-SA team conducted a web review and

The lecturer drew on the resources in the Green

visited the Mthatha campus of Walter Sisulu

Guest Lectures Toolkit, including the Green Pro

University (WSU) but found no evidence of car

fessionals Directory, to access professionals in

eer guidance services for the more than 24 000

the field who had offered guest lectures. She also

students registered to study at WSU. The team

shared with them the presentation template, to

was however able to strike up a relationship

guide preparation for a career focused presenta

with a lecturer in Zoology who warmed to the

tion. Both speakers contributed their time free

programme, as she had been looking for “fresh

of charge and covered the cost of their transport

ideas”. She was inspired to bring two guest

themselves; they did indicate that some help in

speakers from the Eastern Cape Parks and Tour

this regard would be welcome, but also that they

ism Agency to share their career stories with her

would gladly do it again.

Career Lounges
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The Green Careers Lounge was conceptualised for

fellow students, over refreshments and outside of

career guidance in a relaxed setting in which less

class time. WWF-SA promoted this as an initiative

confident students, who might not ask questions

for student clubs to offer in, for example, student

in a formal guest lecture setting, can interact with

bureaus or residences on campus. The concept

biodiversity professionals, potential employers and

raised interest, but only two universities took it up

Ex p loring C ar eers for Bio d iv ersit y

in 2014. At Rhodes University a student club with

Students at the University of the Free State’s

an environmental focus, the Catchment Research

Qwaqwa campus met in an informal setting to plan

Group, responded with great enthusiasm. After

a programme for convening career lounges on their

they were connected to the Rhodes University Ca

campus. Acting on their own, some distance away

reer Services Centre by the WWF-SA team, they ran

from career counselling services, the students were

no fewer than six career lounges in the course of

unable to convene a careers lounge with visiting

the year, involving a range of professionals coming

professionals. No biodiversity professionals from

to talk more informally to the assembled students

the Free State are listed in the Green Profession

in the evening. These events were attended by up

als Directory and this together with the distance

to 40 students at a time. When they ran out of inter

to the Qwaqwa campus from major centres may

esting local guests, they dialled some in via Skype.

have compromised implementation of the career

The student coordinator found the guidelines in

lounges. However, these students seem to remain

the Green Career Lounge Toolkit valuable – even

committed to bringing information on green ca

simple matters of marketing and booking venues

reers onto their campus through social media and

well in advance, helped to improve the club’s suc

campus-based radio shows.

venue proved to be a struggle; it would seem that
space is tight on our campuses, like so many other
resources! The Rhodes club met in lecture theatres,
which may have compromised the more intimate
and informal intention of the lounges. This pilot

Rhodes University

cess rate in hosting events. Finding an appropriate

highlights the commitment of individual students
to support green careers guidance and the poten
tial for such initiatives, given some support from
university staff. All parties involved who provided
feedback said they would certainly continue the
initiative in 2015.

Students and a panel of guest speakers at a green
career lounge at Rhodes University

Rhodes University
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Career Excursions
While some universities have access to the many

Responses to the
initiatives

biodiversity employers and professionals who are
based in cities, more remote universities have limited

The universities invited by WWF-SA to participate

access to such resources. As a result, their students

in the programme responded to varying degrees.

have fewer opportunities to get to know the job

About half of them showed little or no interest

market and the spectrum of careers in the field. The

in joining the programme. Among those who

green careers excursion concept was developed

responded, the entry points and responding par

to take students from such universities on a three

ties differed. On some campuses, the response

to five day bus trip to visit employers in the region

was strongest from the academics (as at WSU

surrounding the campus. A green careers excursion

and Limpopo University). At others, the career

has been planned as a structured opportunity for

centres responded most enthusiastically, and on

students to interact with a range of biodiversity pro

some campuses student clubs have taken the lead.

fessionals at their workplaces, using a version of job

Where an initiative took off, as in the case of the

shadowing. A Green Careers Excursion Toolkit was

Rhodes Career Lounges, it was often a joint effort

developed to guide the campus-based conveners

between students and career centres, supported by

on how to set up such a trip, and to guide hosting

senior faculty members. WWF-SA played the role of

employers in providing a successful job shadowing

catalysing the connections between entities who

experience with minimum disruption.

had not previously worked together, and providing
information resources and guidelines or ‘tips’ to

In 2014 the University of Venda, North West Uni

support the initiatives.

versity and Mangosuthu University of Technology
expressed an interest in the green career excur

The figure below shows the degree of participation:

sions. However, excursions require more funding

of the 23 universities invited, 12 attended the 2014

and more planning than the other initiatives in the

launch, all of whom expressed interest in running an

programme. Because of associated constraints,

initiative. Of these twelve, three have plans ready

career excursions did not take place in 2014, but

to implement in early 2015, and two others have

the universities above thought they could use their

already implemented initiatives independently of

own transport, and include these excursions in their

the WWF-SA team. The latter have run an additional

budgeting for 2015. Thus the first green career

seven career fair exhibitions, which are not included

excursions have been scheduled for June 2015. The

in the diagram.

University of Venda is planning to fund an excursion
for their third-year students; this is indicative of the
value they see in this initiative. Further funding is
still needed for accommodation and associated
costs. If this can be found, along with willing em
ployers to host the young people on their round

18

23 Invited
23 Received materials
13 Developed initiatives
12 Attended launch

trip, some interesting observations could be made

12 Expressed interest in running an initiative

about the value of and best approach to such a ca

3

Implemented initiative(s)

reers initiative.

2

Independently implemented initiative
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Key Insights and Recommendations
Overall impressions
The mid-term evaluation found that an impressive

Depending on the degree of participation, the

range of materials has been produced through this

universities have undoubtedly benefitted from

programme, based on careful educational planning.

the programme. This is reflected in the positive

A number of universities have been engaged and

feedback on the “useful” nature of the materials,

have participated in the programme in a variety

the initiatives, and the high rating of the career fair

of ways and to different degrees. The initiatives

exhibitors. Most significant perhaps is that all those

piloted provide useful information and insights.

who have implemented initiatives are keen to con

While some of these insights are shared here, it

tinue them in future, and others who were not able

would also be important to expand and deepen the

to get off the starting blocks in 2014 are set to pilot

pilots, including the monitoring and evaluation, so

initiatives in 2015. Based on interest expressed and

as to continue learning from them, and to continue

plans in the pipeline, more than half of South Af

benefitting universities and students.

rican universities, across urban and rural contexts,
will be involved in the programme in 2015.

WWF-SA
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Some initiatives are easier to start than others
WWF-SA approached universities with four differ

•	A successful career fair is about more than distrib

ent green career guidance initiatives. Of these,

uting materials and requires engagement with

the career fairs/expos (including open days) were

people as well. It is important to resource exhibi

most popular. This is not surprising as these are

tion stands with enthusiastic and knowledgeable

frequently used for career guidance on campuses,

staff; the WWF-SA teams were exhausted after

as indicated in a survey conducted at the start of

each career fair, where they were bombarded

the programme (see figure below).

with questions from information-hungry stu
dents, several of whom returned to the stand

The evaluation noted the following lessons learnt

a few times, each time with a new group of

and recommendations regarding career fairs:

friends. The exhibitors were highly rated. The
evaluation has sourced valuable information on

•	At

career fairs, campus-based career centres

the kinds of career questions students ask. It is

provide a platform for sectors and industries to

recommended that these questions be used to

engage with students; the
career centres are not able
to initiate this engagement

Preferred methods of university-based career guidance

on behalf of the sector, as
they lack specialist know

16

ledge, the time to gain such

14

knowledge and the mandate

12

to favour one sector over

10

sector must take responsi
bility for ensuring it has a

8
6

presence at campus-based

4

career fairs. For the sake

2

of coverage, diversity and

0

a group of environmental
agencies should form part

Strongest preference

st

ing the face of the sector,

Gu
e

any one organisation becom

Moderate preference

Le

sustainability, and to avoid

Least preferred

ctu
re
In
s
fo
Op
Re
en
so
ur
Da
ce
y/
s
Ca
re
er
Ex
po
Gr
ee
nE
ve
nt
s
W
or
ks
ho
ps
F
i
eld
Vi
sit
Tr
st
ip
oO
s
rg
an
isa
tio
n

another. The environmental

nerships with universities
in different regions, building on the resources

prepare environmental partners planning for

developed and lessons learnt in the pilots, in a

career fairs.

coordinated manner.

•

20

•

Career fairs have the potential to pique the

Universities are open to establishing relationships

interest of students who have relevant study

with well-organised teams with good quality in

backgrounds, but who had not previously consid

formation, as this programme has shown.

ered an environmental career.
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Initiatives that captured the imagination but proved

supported by either career counselling services

harder to get off the ground were the career loung

or the faculty.

es and career excursions.

•

•

The excursions seem a costly exercise to convene,
but are perhaps the most valuable initiative for

Students are very enthusiastic to implement

campuses further away from urban centres. Uni

these initiatives, and are not even deterred

versities should be encouraged and supported to

by a lack of support from other parties, but

plan further ahead and budget or secure funding

initiatives begin most readily when they are

for these, well in advance.

Success Factors and Challenges
Invest in good quality information, then share.

Faculty

The quality of the materials produced seems to

the programme because of prior relationships.

members

sometimes

engaged

with

have been significant in generating interest to be

Some appreciated the ‘fresh ideas’ of the pro

come involved. Information for the career cards and

gramme. However, academics were often severely

electronic resources went through several itera

constrained with time. It is not clear why some aca

tions and involved a large number of interviews and

demics are able to make the time for initiatives like

verifications. This undoubtedly contributed to the

this, and others are not; this is worth probing fur

quality and the positive feedback from users. Given

ther. Where career centres are able to assist, they

how resource intensive this process is, and the fact

could take significant pressure off academics, but

that it has only generated information about a frac

some universities’ career centres are not optimally

tion of the green careers, it would make sense to

resourced or functioning.

use the information as widely as possible (e.g. make
it available to other environmental and career de

Student feedback indicated that the success fac

velopment partners including those who promote

tors in programmes like these are likely to be around

career guidance in schools). It would also be wise to

information that answers burning questions. These

establish a mechanism in the national structure that

centre on the availability of jobs, internship and

could be sustainably funded, to continue the pro

funding, and the relationship between these and

cess of green career information generation and to

current or future study choices. It is important for

act as a custodian and distributor of this informa

students to have access not only to printed infor

tion, on behalf of the sector. The methods followed

mation but also to knowledgeable people they can

in this programme can be utilised and refined in

engage with conversationally. More research is

such a process.

needed into how students use electronic resources,
decision making tools, social media and websites.

Career centres engaged with this programme

The programme thus far has been challenged in

because of relationships established, because it

providing a seamless connection to web-based

fulfils the mandate of career counselling, because

resources, and this would be worth developing

of the ‘wow’ value of the materials and because the

further in 2015, with sound monitoring to inform

programme helped to catalyse new connections on

further roll-out.

campuses, e.g. with science faculties or student clubs.

GRE EN C ARE ER G U IDANC E IN H IG H E R E D UC ATION
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The Way Forward
Involving more universities and students
The value of the programme outlined above indi

these universities. This might be in the form of

cates a worthwhile investment in university-based

exhibiting at a careers fair, supporting students

green career guidance. In 2015, the programme

to convene career lounges and / or funding and

team will focus attention on consolidating these

hosting green career excursions.

initiatives at participating universities, and will
also aim to increase the scope of involvement of

•

the environmental sector to explore the mater

non-participating universities and students. How

ials, share the guidelines for convening these

ever, WWF-SA as the current lead partner on this

different initiatives and share the monitoring

programme, does not have the resources to cover

and evaluation insights to inform future engage

the full scope of universities and students. The fol

ments with universities and students.

lowing plans will attempt to achieve this objective

•

in 2015:

WWF-SA proposes a workshop with partners in

WWF-SA further proposes to exhibit at ten car
eer fairs in 2015. Sector partners referred to

•	Identify

and link sector partners to different

universities to support green career guidance at

above will be invited to share the exhibition in
preparation for sharing this role going forward.

WWF-SA
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Strengthening web-based access to materials
The programme evaluation shows that, whereas

•	Improve accessibility on both sites and provide

there has been some traffic to the website on green

a link between the two, so that they are seen as

careers, the resources and tools were accessed to a

parts of a whole;

lesser extent. On both the WWF-SA and GreenMat
ter websites the resources have not been optimally
and easily accessible. Proposals are to:

•	Organise resources optimally;
•

Share links to these resources with partners in
the sector.

Integration into the national system
Involving more sector partners in forming part

that DHET also has access to this information, that

nerships with their local universities is one way

the Career Development Portal is encouraged to

of taking the programme to scale and integrating

use it, and that there is a national, coordinated and

green career guidance more widely. However,

adequately funded mechanism to keep such infor

the national system for career guidance, in both

mation up to date. Young people’s ability to access

schools and the post-schooling system, is driven

jobs is dependent on this.

by the Department of Higher Education and Train
ing and DHET’s Career Development Portal is a

It is therefore recommended that a team, depart

significant access point for career information.

ment, organisation or other structure be identified

Given the investment in the development of scarce

to become the custodian of green careers informa

information on emerging, green careers reflected

tion, ensuring it is kept current, relevant, and of a

in this programme, it would make sense to ensure

high standard.

GRE EN C ARE ER G U IDANC E IN H IG H E R E D UC ATION
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How to Get Involved
Faculty members...
… use the Green Guest Lectures Toolkit to convene

Environmental sector
partners …

a guest lecturer on green careers. This initiative
can extend beyond the natural sciences and could

… partner with a university close to you and ar

include a focus on careers supported through

range an exhibit at the annual careers fair. You

other disciplines, such as the Resource Economist,

could also support a green careers excursion, by

Statistical Ecologist, Environmental Engineer,

hosting students for a mini job shadow programme

Environmental Lawyer and others. Alternatively,

or encourage your staff to deliver guest lectures

arrange an excursion for students to the workplace

or attend the careers lounge. You could sponsor

and mini job shadow programmes with profession

the visit of a group of students on a green careers

als in the field. Another way of getting involved is

excursion through offering your own or sponsoring

to support the student club at your university to

transport, offering or sponsoring accommodation

convene a green careers lounge.

and / or meals during these excursions.

Career counsellors …

Funders …

… integrate the green careers information into

… fund the production of resources or one or more

your careers resources at the centre, print posters

of the careers initiatives to support students with

from the flashstick in any of the toolkits and display

access to green careers information.

these around the centre. Print copies of the career
cards and keep a stock available for students to ac
cess in the centre. Load the electronic resource onto
computers in the centre for students to download
or access it. Students are also willing convenors of
career initiatives if supported by career counselling
services. Another way to get involved is to encour
age biodiversity organisations in your region to
participate in career fairs.

Students …
… visit the career centres and find ways to access
information on careers for biodiversity. Also draw
on the Green Career Lounges Toolkit to arrange a
careers lounge for other students on your campus.
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